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Door Decor- There are lot of ways to make your
entry ready for visitors (or to make it more
enjoyable for you when you walk in each day)!
First things first - if you have any leftover
evergreens or wreaths from the holidays throw
them out!  Even if those evergreens are going
strong,  they do not belong on your front door or
stoop anymore. Place a new fresh doormat, put
fresh plants beside the door and sweep off that
salt and grime leftover from winter.

  Here in New England we are transitioning to
warmer weather (finally!) so this is always a great
time to make some small shifts to home decor and
curb appeal.  I personally find that while in the
winter months I want more candles, blankets, and
throw pillows around to keep things cozy, as it get
warmer I find myself decluttering and editing
spaces to lighten things up a bit.

Some ways to make small easy changes:

1.

                                                       

 Sorting and Cleaning - 
Tips to Transition Your Spaces



Here I lightened up my front door with a fresh coat of
paint, got a new door mat and added some flowers to get
ready for the warm weather.

2. Lighten Up the Scents - I have to admit that I only
recently stopped burning my fir tree candle leftover from
the winter. But candles are not just for the cold weather!
Placing some diffusers and light scented candles is
always a nice way to lighten up the scents in your home. 
 Some of my favorites:
                                  

Farm & Sea Candle - Salt Air 

Sydney Hale & Co  Candle - 

Bergamot & Black Tea
Tatine Candle - Garden Mint



3. Change Out Some Pictures -  Putting up pictures of sandy
kids at the beach and sunsets is an instant mood changer
and will make you happy in your space. Don't worry - this
does not necessarily have to be a labor intensive endeavor. 
 Just change out a few of those sledding and/or ski pictures
and exchange them for the beach!

                                                  

Sorting and Cleaning continued

I  placed some favorite beach pictures in 
light wood frames to get me excited for 

beach days to come!  

I also love this [print

called "Sunset Swim"

from iamfy.com 



Trend Alert: Moving Away From White Trim 
I grew up in a center entrance colonial which had really
beautiful molding painted in Benjamin Moore White Dove
(don't ask how I know that...I was an interesting kid
growing  up....).  And as I have moved in working with my
own homes and other projects, the assumption has always
been to paint the trim white in a higher gloss.  

However with white walls making a comeback I think
there is something to be said about moving outside the
white default.  Colored trim can provide interest and be a
great way to highlight great molding or hide mediocre
molding depending on what you are looking to do.  

Here are some examples of spaces with colored trim that I
can get behind....

Photography by Michael J. Lee for House Beautiful

From Remodelista.com



Painted trim cont'd 

From www.roomfortuesday.com

From ispydiy.com

From www.lonny.com  

Share any painted trim you love
with me!  I can be reached at my
email - erin@ewpinteriors.com

or message me on instagram
@ewpinteriors



What are we up to at EWP Interiors? 

Above is a mood board for a volunteer project
at a middle school teachers' lounge. Erin has
been working with the PTO to put together a

space that the teachers will love!  After all they
have done in the midst of the pandemic they

deserve an updated space where they can
relax.  Orders are coming in and we expect to
have it done for them when they return in the

fall!  Keep checking our instragram for the
before and after pictures!



Gorgeous tile install!

Mood board for another project

What are we up to at EWP Interiors? 

Wallpaper sorting



New Service Alert - Design on Demand

This service provides design services 
without Erin having to set foot in your home.  

This is a perfect option for Clients that are:
 

- Looking for flat fee options
- Hands on and like to be involved process

-Live out of state (or farther away)
- Are not looking for full-service design

 
Reach out to Erin for details - 

erin@ewpinteriors.com
 
 
 


